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C.S. Lewis — the famed Christian philosopher, distinguished Cambridge don and author of many, many books, including the beloved stories of Narnia — struck few as a
romantic figure. He probably didn't strike himself that way, either. He was a confirmed bachelor in his 50s when his correspondence with an American admirer, Joy Gresham,
blossomed into friendship, then love and an all-too-brief marriage. Gresham, who was much younger than Lewis, died of cancer three years after their wedding in her hospital
room.
We are on slippery ground here. "Shadowlands," William Nicholson's drama about Lewis and Gresham, comes close to disease-of-the-week material. But under Deanna Jent's
direction, Mustard Seed Theatre's production of the play achieves a more refined tone. Think BBC, not Lifetime.
There's the sherry in tiny red glasses, costumer Jane Sullivan's tweedy jackets for actors of both genders, designer Courtney Sanazaro's cozy, book-laden set. These details are
intended as protection against the English damp; we have learned to read them as protection against vulgarity as well. But in the course of the play, protection of any sort turns
out to be stunningly inadequate.
Gary Wayne Barker gives a refined performance as Lewis, a self-contained man who gradually opens up. At first, he needs only small tricks to control himself; for example, if
he sticks his hands in his pockets, he seems to be able to clutch his emotions, as if they were objects the size of a pen. (Gresham calls him on it.) By the end, he's become
physically expansive, bit by bit. He holds his wife's hand. He embraces her little boy (the charming Jackson Mabrey, son of Avalon Theatre founders Erin Kelley and Larry
Mabrey), the son of her first marriage.
But along with love he opens himself to grief, and although he's a fine philosopher, he can't come up with a good reason for that. Or maybe Nicholson can't do justice, in a play,
to Lewis' intellectual prowess. Either way, he sounds just like anybody else who's suffering: devastated.
As Gresham, Kelley Ryan gives a down-to-earth performance that emphasizes Gresham's Americanism to pleasing effect. She makes a New York accent sound thrillingly
exotic, as perhaps it did. When she first meets Lewis, she's the picture of propriety in her hat and gloves. But he's off-balance, and we know why. An attractive woman! A young
mother! A brilliant intellectual! And see, she drinks tea, just like us!
It's a little too much, even for a confirmed bachelor in the 1950s. But the comedy of their counterpoint sets us up for pathos while it establishes a warm basis for romance.
There's more good work from Richard Lewis as C.S. Lewis' brother, Carmen Russell as a kind nurse and B. Weller, Terry Meddows, Charlie Barron and Michael Brightman as
Lewis' brainy friends. They are indeed comfortable in their ivory tower. But they aren't invulnerable. Who really imagined that they were?
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